
Title Feedback Result

life in a bubble Can be anything you want to image it to be  Merit

Waterskiing Magic Would be much stronger image with a heavy crop Acceptance

Altarlight Taking out a few of the candles would improve the composition Merit

Autumn Reflection Love the simplicity of this image clean and crisp Honours

Bananas in Pyjamas I wonder why the maker of this image took it? Acceptance

lamplight Too many elements in this image, the shadows are the hero of it Acceptance

Magazine Shot Love the colour contrast , textures and composition of this image Merit

Midnight at the Museum Highly Commend the author for the humour Merit

Quiet Place to Sit Love the sense of space and questions it provokes Honours

Solar Light Like the cleverness of the reflection Acceptance

Still Life of a working dog Would sit comfortably in a travel album Acceptance

Teddy Love Teddy's take on a human form Merit

Still Life PI - Helen Wilkin

B Grade Open

B Grade Set Subject



Awaiting Resurrection Very competent image of an Interior of a church feel like it needs some 

Human elements 

Merit

Dragonfly Duplication Excellent capture of moving object sharp and detailed Honours

Gull Watch Well caught image of a seagull  Acceptance

Lake Bonney SA Stunning landscape love the reflections especially the masked monster Honours

Lifestyle Wish this was in colour to show off the hay Merit

Rose Auckland Botanic Gardens Perfect image of a rose love the colour palette Honours

ST Mary Of The Angels Love the centre portion of this image and the reflection Merit

Steam Punk Standout Did well to isolate the subject very tricky in busy image Merit

The Gaze Of The Grey Beautiful capture of a bird like the processing looks arty Highly Commended

White Ribbon Riders A vey intimidating image, technique little over done for me Merit

Breakfast Is it healthy? Blue cloth over powering Acceptance

Gone for  a swim Drawn to the red objects but flaxes are so distracting Acceptance

Grate Like the way you have thought outside the square but you missed the best 

part 

Acceptance

A Grade Open

A Grade Set Subject



I see your problem Clever arrangement with framing out the wise man but not believable with 

eyes not on "the problem"

Acceptance

It's the Season Love the pears and basket but get rid of background makes much a much 

better image 

Acceptance

Life's Good in K9 Very confusing at first but with some work you will take it to the next level Merit

Master Craft Beautiful piece of wood work didn't need the other piece Acceptance

On the Shelf Nice light and colour palette watch the eyes Acceptance

rustic appeal A place I would like to be was conflicted with this image Acceptance

Serene reflection Love the choice of vase, and flowers but look at the detail and lighting Acceptance

supper Well thought out nice placements lighting good perhaps a few objects could 

go 

Highly Commended

with this ring Nice arrangement would like to see more depth of field to see more detail, 

right hand side distracting 

Acceptance

Woolshed Ted Love the rustic feel and colour palette however not believable with teddy 

being so new . Look at his face not happy to be there. 

Acceptance


